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gay definition of gay by merriam webster - gay definition is happily excited merry how to use gay in a sentence synonym
discussion of gay, gay define gay at dictionary com - a gay woman was a prostitute a gay man a womanizer a gay house
a brothel this sexual world included homosexuals too and gay as an adjective meaning homosexual goes back at least to
the late 1930s, gay definition of gay in english by oxford dictionaries - gay meaning homosexual became established in
the 1960s as the term preferred by homosexual men to describe themselves it is now the standard accepted term
throughout the english speaking world as a result the centuries old other senses of gay meaning either carefree or bright
and showy have more or less dropped out of natural use, gay definition and meaning collins english dictionary definition of gay relative clauses tell us more about nouns they function rather like adjectives and are found as postmodifiers
in a noun phrase the noun that is modified is called the antecedent relative clauses, gay definition of gay by the free
dictionary - gay given to social pleasures often including dissipation led a gay bohemian life a gay old rogue with an eye for
the ladies indulgent characterized by or given to yielding to the wishes of someone indulgent grandparents, gay male
definition of gay male by medical dictionary - gay g alexander h russian anatomist 1842 1907 see gay glands gay g 1 a
homosexual especially male 2 denoting a homosexual person or the male homosexual lifestyle gay etymology fr gai merry 1
n any person who is homosexual 2 adj pertaining to homosexuality gay sexology adjective referring to either male or female
homosexual, gay legal definition of gay legal dictionary - but many gay and lesbian poets agree with spoken word poet
and hip hop artist tim s west author of red dirt revival a poetic memoir in 6 breaths poz trophy publishing october 2003 when
he says black lesbian gay bisexual and transgendered poets are so prominently represented in the black poetry canon from
the harlem renaissance to the black arts movement to the current proliferation of spoken word poetry that it almost makes
little sense to make any distinction, gay meaning in the cambridge english dictionary - gay definition 1 sexually attracted
to people of the same sex and not to people of the opposite sex 2 happy 3 if a place is gay it is bright and attractive learn
more, gay idioms by the free dictionary - with gay a bandon old fashioned without thinking about the results or effects of a
particular action although she was nervous at first she was soon singing and dancing with gay abandon
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